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Safety courses
for the
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Falck Safety Services offers safety and emergency
training courses that meet current standards and legal
requirements.
The courses are specially targeted to the oil and gas
industry. The courses involve training based on
realistic environments, specific situations and
experiences from the participants’ own companies.
The courses can be delivered using clients’ specific
equipment or at an agreed location.

Falck Safety Services is known throughout the world
as a provider of safety and emergency training courses.
We specialise in the offshore and maritime sectors, and
work closely with fields such as the chemical industry,
private and public fire services,military and defence,
and air transport.
If you are interested to learn more about the possibilities, do not hesitate to contact our oil and gas team at
+45 76 12 13 14

Trust in a safer world.
www.falcksafety.dk

E-mail: falcksafety@falcksafety.dk I Tel.: + 45 76 12 13 14
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The offshore sector is one of the most significant sectors
in Denmark and contributes positively to
employment and not least with billions
of Danish kroner for the Danish Government through taxes and levies.
Offshore oil and gas remains an
important field of business, and the heart
of the sector is made up by the many
small and medium-sized companies that
together constitute an important Danish brand. They play this role because
of the innovative solutions they provide
and because they are capable of acting
swiftly in a competitive market.
The fact that new companies enter
the offshore sector will ensure further
growth, and we should make an effort
in especially three areas: enhanced oil
recovery (EOR), marginal fields, and
internationalisation of the sector.
In recent years, Offshoreenergy.dk
has strived to create a good framework
for companies with an international
focus, but also in relation to EOR and
marginal fields, it is necessary to aim
high in terms of technology development and cost optimisation.
Small and medium-sized companies
in the offshore sector are important players on the team when it comes to achieving the sector’s visions, which is why
this issue of ON/OFF Magazine will shed
light on the role of SMEs in the offshore
oil and gas sector.
Morten Basse,
CEO, Offshoreenergy.dk
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network & innovation

Determined effort
into enhanced oil
recovery
Offshoreenergy.dk will support sector’s work to increase
extraction of oil and gas
BY søren dybdahl

Offshoreenergy.dk has outlined a
new focus area that will in the coming
years be the pivot of a range of initiatives
to the benefit of the sector. Offshore
energy.dk has in recent years had this
focus area on its agenda; however,
enhanced oil recovery will now also
be given full attention because it is in
this field that Danish offshore has the
required competences and will be able to
create many jobs.
“The continued efficiency-improvement of the production of oil and gas
from the North Sea must happen by
means of technology driven activity,
improved extraction from ageing fields
and development of marginal fields,
which will mean prolonged extraction
from all North Sea fields. Development of
smarter solutions and technology driven
extraction is something to which Offshoreenergy.dk can contribute,” says Director
Morten Basse Jensen, Offshoreenergy.dk.

He adds:
“The offshore oil and gas sector
focuses on development of new knowledge of reservoirs and enhanced oil
recovery plus continued development
of technologies, processes and facilities/
equipment in the field of drilling and
production, and this revolves especially
around increasing degrees of extraction
and cost reduction. There’s no doubt that
the sector’s many innovative SMEs will
contribute by means of product development and new methods, which is why
Offshoreenergy.dk is obligated to launch
initiatives that can develop the global
‘footprint’ and export activities of the
SMEs.”
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Effort at a cost of € 6.65 billion
The average degree of extraction in the
North Sea is today 28%, but for each
percentage point the degree can be
increased, a further € 6.65 billion worth

of production value will be added. Later
in the year, Offshoreenergy.dk will
publish suggestions for initiatives that
will be in keeping with the views of the
industry organisation Oil & Gas Denmark and the research units at the Technical University of Denmark and the
Danish Technological Institute.
The Technical University of Denmark
has, among other things, launched a
research project with a view to increasing the degree of extraction from
oil-producing fields. In this context,
it will be relevant for Offshoreenergy.
dk to contribute to service companies’
involvement in lowering the cost of and
efficiency-improving opportunities for
prolonging production from non-producing marginal fields in order to make it
possible to develop also these fields in a
favourable way.

Network & innovation // oil & gas

Several network meetings
in the coming months
It is still possible to sign up for relevant
networking groups
A series of meetings will take place in
the spring and early summer in the networking groups established by Offshoreenergy.dk. The networking groups
are split into themes and take place in
various geographic locations. Thus in the
offshore wind sector, there are general
networking groups in northern Jutland, Greater Copenhagen and Esbjerg.
There are also a range of more specific

networking groups with themes such
as internationalisation and underwater
robot technology.
“We’re attempting to meet all needs in
terms of regional networking groups so
that members don’t have to travel across
the country to join the groups, and there’s
still room for interested companies in
several groups,” says network facilitator
Allan Christensen, Offshoreenergy.dk.

Selected meetings
offshore oil and gas
April 3 – Networking Group
Offshore Northern Jutland
April 30 – Networking Group
Offshore Zealand
May 6 – Networking Group
Danish Subsea Network
May 14 – Networking Group
Offshore Internationalisation
An overview of coming networking
events and other events is at
www.offshoreenergy.dk.

Semco Maritime builds new
domicile in Esbjerg
Staff from 4 locations in town will be gathered at a new headquarters
One of Danish offshore’s main players, Semco Maritime, is growing and is
therefore building a new domicile on
the harbour front in Esbjerg.
The purchase of the site for the
new domicile at Esbjerg Strand has
fallen into place and, consequently, a
contract between the Municipality of
Esbjerg and the investor, PensionDanmark, was signed on February 28,
2014 at Esbjerg Town Hall. The new

domicile will be ready to move into on
January 1, 2016.
”At present, the employees in the
Esbjerg divisions work in 4 different
locations, so we’re looking forward to
having all the Esbjerg divisions in one
unified head office building with great
surroundings for our dedicated employees where they can go on exceeding
expectations”, says CEO Steen Brødbæk,
Semco Maritime.

Maersk Oil is also building a new and
larger headquarters, which is expected
to be ready in 2015; this means activities
will be concentrated in Esbjerg. Furthermore, Esvagt and the American oil
company Halliburton are building on the
harbour front, underlining Esbjerg’s geographically attractive location in relation
to activities in offshore oil and gas.
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research & test

DTU AND DTI IN SEARCH
OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES TO

INCREASE
NORTH SEA
OUTPUT
BY Karin Jensen

DTU and DTI work together
with oil & gas companies to
develop new technologies
which can prolong well
lifetime and increase oil
production in the North Sea.
Conventional production
methods leave up to 70 % of
the oil in the reservoir and
new technologies are needed
to better explore existing oil
resources

North Sea oil fields are mature but with as
much as 70 % of the oil still left in the reservoir
after conventional production, the task of the
future will be to develop new technologies to
prolong well lifetime and increase oil production. Both Danish Technological Institute (DTI)
and the Center for Energy Resources at the
Technical University of Denmark (CERE DTU)
are involved in Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR)
research.
“The lowest hanging fruits have been picked,
but the North Sea will produce for the next
30-40-50 years, so far with declining production,”
says Professor Erling Halfdan Stenby, leader at
CERE DTU and head of DTU Chemistry.
DTI has just embarked on EOR and offers a
wide range of services, such as reservoir flow
analysis, test and development of fracture plugging agents, research collaboration on Microbial
EOR and studies for simulating reservoir conditions and test of EOR technologies.
“Normally, you have around 70% left in the
reservoir, but some places it’s as much as 90%.
It very much depends on the subsea, because
you can extract more from sandstone than from
carbonate,” says Allan K. Poulsen, director at DTI
Enhanced Oil Recovery.
Poulsen says much depends on economy and
whether the technologies used to increase the
recovery factor are profitable.
“When the oil price is high, above $80 or so,
then it pays off to use more exotic technologies
than if the oil price is low,” says Allan K. Poulsen.

photo: Dtu

Testing new
technologies at
CERE DTU

photo: Dtu
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Anders Tuxen and Niels Vinther,
DTI, at the coreflood equipment.
Here cores from the reservoir
is added and the material is
exposed to the same pressure
and temperature as in the
reservoir while fluids (oil, water
and chemicals) and gas are
pumped through the material.

photo: Dti

CERE DTU is world-renowned for its
work with oil & gas properties and has
worked with EOR for many years.
This track-record attracts a number
of foreign companies and CERE DTU has
just signed a contract with ExxonMobil and ConocoPhilips, which will each
finance a PH.D-student to work within
advanced thermodynamic calculations
in connection with reservoir simulations. Currently, CERE DTU is finalising
a contract with the Advanced Technological Foundation together with Welltec and Lloyds Register Consulting for
a project called Option which aims to
better understand the uncertainty in the
reservoir data and thereby increase the
recovery of oil.
“We are really excited about this
project. It’s a slightly different approach
than trying to find the magical substance
to pump into the well,” says Professor
Stenby.

Research in HPHT
High Pressure-High Temperature
(HPHT) is another important research
topic that CERE DTU is engaged in. This
is in cooperation with Maersk Oil & Gas

and DONG Energy. The DONG-operated
Hejre-field in the North Sea will be the
first Danish HPHT oil field in production.
“In relation to HPHT, you look at the
rock, you look at the property of the oil
and gas and you look at saltwater,” says
Stenby and explains that naturally occurring saltwater will lead to precipitation
of salt when water evaporates at high
pressure and temperature, and this is
known to stop production.
Another HPHT field is the Svane-field,
which was given up by DONG last year
due to technological challenges, but Erling
Stenby hopes this will be licenced again.
“It’s probably Denmark’s largest gasfield so hopefully someone will take on
the Svane-field one day,” says Stenby.

Investment in EOR
Maersk Oil & Gas has previously said
that it wishes to invest large sums of
money in EOR research and that it
wants DTU to be the head-quarter for
such a centre, with the universities of
Copenhagen, Aarhus and Aalborg also
playing a role.
“One building at the DTU campus
has been reserved for the new centre,”

says Stenby, adding that the formalities
around the centre are still not in place.
At DTI, EOR is generally related to
contract research for the oil industry,
both within microbial and chemistry,
and cooperates with both universities
and companies.
“Cooperation is strength in terms of
research, but it also strengthens the network we have and the development of
ideas. We may be good at certain things,
which DTU is perhaps less good at, and
DTU can do things which we may be
less good at. We learn from each other’s
strengths and we learn to use each other
through cooperation,” says Allan Poulsen.
One of DTI’s strengths is that it offers
a place where companies can test new
ideas and that it has a more hands-on
approach close to the reservoirs.
“It’s not just development we do, it’s
also operation. It’s a force because we
get close to the companies so we know
what is possible, we know the premises
of the wells and for production and we
offer services which can be used in production. It’s a huge advantage that we
all through our work have been on an oil
platform,” says Allan Poulsen. //
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Maersk Oil expands in Norway. Maersk
Oil has been granted five new licences in
Norway. At the same time the company is
increasingly busy preparing for the development of the Johan Sverdrup field – one
of the largest fields discovered in Norway
By Jan Aagaard

10 years after Maersk Oil entered Norway the country is
becoming increasingly important for the company. Maersk Oil
keeps expanding it’s offshore portfolio in Norway and was most
recently granted five new licences; two in the North Sea and
three in the Barents Sea; in a licence round in January 2014.
“The new licences are a welcome addition to Maersk Oil Norway’s portfolio. Maersk Oil has a global target of sustaining an
entitlement production of 400,000 bpd by 2020 and our activities in Norway, including the Johan Sverdrup field, will be a vital
part in reaching it. We expect that our exploration efforts in Norway will support the production level in the longer term,” says
Morten Jeppesen, Managing Director of Maersk Oil Norway.
In the Southern part of the North Sea, Maersk Oil was
awarded two new licences close to the Danish and UK borders. In
one of these licences has Maersk Oil as operator with a 60% share.
In the Barents Sea, Maersk Oil was awarded three new
licences, none of them as operator, and now holds four licences
in the region.
“Adding new licences is an important step up of our activity
in the Barents Sea. It opens up new opportunities, all with oil
potential,” says Jeppesen.

Concept selected for Johan Sverdrup
The most significant opportunity for Maersk Oil in Norway is
the Johan Sverdrup field – one of the five largest fields discovered on the Norwegian Continental Shelf to date and one of the
largest discoveries in the world in 2010/2011. Maersk Oil holds a
20% share in the PL501 licence in the field with Lundin (operator) and Statoil as partners.
The full field gross recoverable contingent resource in Johan
Sverdrup is in a range of 1,800 to 2,900 million barrels of oil

equivalent (MMboe). When the field reaches forecast plateau
production of 550,000 to 650,000 barrels of oil equivalent per
day (boepd), it is likely to represent around 25 percent of all Norwegian oil production.
In February this year the concept selection for Phase 1 of the
development of the field was agreed by Maersk Oil and partners in the Johan Sverdrup field, spanning the PL501, PL265 and
PL502 licence areas.
Front-end engineering for Phase 1 is ongoing and a plan for
development and operation will be submitted for approval by
the Norwegian government in early 2015.
Due to Johan Sverdrup’s size and lateral extent over a 200
km2 area, the field will be developed in several phases. Sitting
in 120m of water on steel jackets, the field centre will comprise
four platforms for processing, housing the risers, wellhead and
drilling facilities and living quarters. These will be interconnected by bridge links. First oil is expected in late 2019.

A good foundation
Production from Johan Sverdrup will be transported to shore
via two new, dedicated oil and gas pipelines that will be connected to the Mongstad and Kårstø terminals for processing and
onward transportation.
Maersk Oil has contributed to the concept for Phase 1 with
its experience and capabilities from full field developments
including Denmark, Qatar and the UK.
“We believe that this concept is a good foundation for realising the full potential of the field. With the eyes of the world
watching this flagship development and world class reservoir,
we encourage all partners to continue to work together and bring
the best of the industry to this project,” says Morten Jeppesen. //

Beginning of 2014, Lubbers rebranded its Danish operations as Lubbers Denmark ApS
(formerly known as Dan Carrier ApS).
Dan Carrier developed a loyal customer base over many years, and through Lubbers Denmark, we
want to build upon the hard-won reputation for high service levels and focus on our customers.
Lubbers Denmark forms an important part of the pan-European Lubbers network, which now
includes bases in Norway, the Netherlands, UK, Germany, Poland, Italy and Romania; with plans
to extend into the Caspian/Black Sea and North African territories.
With 270 employees, and an up-to-date fleet of 122 trucks and 300 trailers, dedicated to the Oil &
Gas industry, we understand our customers’ needs for tailored solutions and high quality standards.
At Lubbers, we always say yes!

Following the rebranding, our contact and bank details remain the same:

Lubbers Denmark ApS
Måde Engvej 1-3
DK-6700 Esbjerg
P: +45 7545 6800

E: esbjerg@lubbers.net
W: www.lubbers.net
Danske Bank, account
no. 3203-0006942954
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ONE-STOP-SHOP FOR THE OIL AND GAS INDUSTRY
Operating offshore supply bases both nationally and internationally, Danbor is a leading
international contractor. We provide multiple services and create flexible service solutions within:
•
•

Port and Agency Services
Offshore Maintenance and Service

•
•

Offshore and Wind Logistics
Safety Services

SCOTLAND · THE NETHERLANDS · DENMARK · WWW.DANBOR.COM
PART OF THE A.P. MOLLER – MAERSK GROUP

Discover Tracerco’s Services from Subsea to
Topside

We would like to extend a

Special Lunch and Learn
Invitation
to our Danish
Customers.
Tuesday 13th of May
from 11.30 – 15.30pm
At Hotel Britannia,
Torvegade 24, Esbjerg.
PLEASE RSVP TO:
Ane.Dirkson@tracerco.com

Contact:
Tel: (+47) 930 48 357
Norway@tracerco.com www.tracerco.com

On display will be Tracerco’s latest innovation for pipeline
integrity and flow assurance, Discovery.
Delegates will also learn about Tracerco’s subsea and
topside diagnostic technology, reservoir, instruments,
personal safety and radiation monitors.
Who would benefit by attending:
Pipeline Engineers, Flow Assurance Specialists, Integrity
Specialists, Production and Maintenance Engineers, Separation
Engineers, Operations and Maintenance Engineers, Technical
Managers, Reservoir Engineers, Completion Engineers, Project
Managers, Project Engineers, Health and safety officers.

TRACERCO SERVICES
 Pipeline Integrity/Flow Assurance for unpiggable pipes using
Discovery technology
 Pig Tracking
 Radiation Monitors
 Flow Assurance using Gammatrac technology
 Separator Studies
 Reservoir Technologies
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The 110 m high and 85 m wide
drilling rig John Shaw takes
up a great deal of space at the
quay in Esbjerg. Rigs such as
this one generate many jobs in
the Danish offshore sector.

Success in rig
repair rubs off
on entire offshore
sector
By Søren Dybdahl

The sky-high drilling rigs at the quay
in Esbjerg bear witness to a high level
of activity in the offshore sector. Regularly, new rigs are towed to Esbjerg to be
updated or repaired before they embark
on their next assignments. Rig repair has
become a special, Danish competence
led by some of the large players such as
Semco Maritime.
Even though only a few large players
are involved in this field of business, also
a wide range range of sub-suppliers have
secured an increasing number of orders
thanks to the success in the field of rig
repair generally.
“In general the rig repair market is
growing steadily not only in Denmark,

Success for companies
such as Semco Maritime
brings benefits to the
sector’s SMEs
but also in, for instance, the UK and the
US. This doesn’t always benefit Danish sub-suppliers because the rigs are
sometimes serviced abroad; nevertheless, we’re seeing more orders for Danish
SMEs as sub-contractors, and we’re also
seeing new companies being established
in this field,” observes Morten Basse
Jensen, CEO, Offshoreenergy.dk.

Strong and determined focus
on rig repair
A very large player in Danish offshore is
the Esbjerg-based company Semco Maritime that has focused strongly and determinedly on rig repair in recent years
because of the oil and gas sector’s desire

topic: small to medium-sized enterprises // oil & gas

to prolong the longevity of existing rigs
and because new rigs are being put into
operation. Semco Maritime aims to be
able to service rigs all over the North Sea
area and has therefore established rig
repair facilities in harbour towns in Norway, the UK and Denmark.
This strategy has borne fruit in that
turnover has increased every year in
recent years. And what benefits Semco
Maritime and other suppliers of rig
repair benefits also the sector’s many
sub-suppliers and thereby the SMEs.
“In the foreseeable future, we expect
to reach an annual turnover of € 135
million from rig repair, so it’s an important field of business for us. We generate a turnover of around € 650,000 per
employee and, if you assume, as a rule
of thumb, that a company generates €
135,000 per employee, then this corresponds to us creating 5-6 jobs in our
company or with sub-suppliers,” explains
Senior Vice President Hans Peter Jørgensen, Semco Maritime.

Work is outsourced
Semco Maritime received the rig John
Shaw in January this year, where it was
to be upgraded in Esbjerg Harbour – an
assignment worth almost € 25 million.
Last year work done on a Norwegian rig
fetched in almost € 100 million, and the
company often works on several rigs at
the same time.
Semco Maritime’s own staff perform
upgrades of structures in steel, piping,
telecommunications and electrical installations while paint work and surface
treatment, carpentry, supply services and
a wide range of subcontracts are outsourced to sub-suppliers.
“In terms of the John Shaw rig, we’ve
outsourced paint work and surface treatment to one of our sub-suppliers – an
assignment worth € 2.5 – 3.5 million –
and that’s the second assignment we’ve
given them this year. A few years ago,

photo Søren Dybdahl

we were a very small customer with this
sub-supplier; today we’re a much larger
customer, so they’re enjoying some of
the growth as well,” observes Hans Peter
Jørgensen.
“And you need to factor in the
amount of work an assignment such
as the John Shaw rig provides for, for
instance, taxis and hotels. The entire supply chain benefits when things are going
well for Semco Maritime,” he adds.

Activity in the sector spreads
This point is echoed by Q-Star Energy,
which specialises in supplying personnel
for service assignments in the offshore
sector. Welders, surface treaters, craftsmen and technicians are hired for project
assignments – for instance in rig repair so they’re enjoying the fruits of the activity as well.
“When companies such as Semco
Maritime and other large players need
many staff, then the rest of the sector
obviously gets busy as well. A lot is happening in rig repair at the moment, and
this positive trend is spreading through
the entire supply chain,” says Henrik
Hansen, managing director of Q-Star
Energy.
Another field of business in offshore
oil and gas is enhanced oil recovery,
which is something Offshoreenergy.dk
intends to focus on in the years ahead.
The need for exploitation of small and
complex fields creates a demand for specialist knowledge in the field, and this
will make it possible for Danish SMEs to
make their mark.
Morten Basse Jensen, Offshoreenergy.dk, says:
“Danish companies are known for
being innovative and for being able to
adapt to the needs of their customers
and I’m convinced that enhanced oil
recovery is a field in which many new
jobs will be generated among SMEs in
the coming years.” //
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Technology
evolving under the
surface of the sea
By Metha Loumann

SMEs in the field of subsea are innovative
and reach out for commercial success

evident in the rest of the offshore sector.
What is known, however, is that 75 companies have joined Offshoreenergy.dk’s
Danish Subsea Network.

Analysis of sector on the way
A four-year, new grant from the Danish
Council for Technology and Innovation of
almost € 1.9 million for Offshoreenergy.dk
innovation networks means it is on the
cards that these funds will benefit also
the small and medium-sized enterprises –
the SMEs – in the field of subsea.
A couple of million Euros may be a
drop in the ocean compared to the billions in the offshore sector. However,
this money indicates that innovation
networks are actually considered a priority in this growing business.

At the moment, many Danish SMEs
are spotting new opportunities for
growth in the expanding technological
market beneath the sea. Innovation and
commercial success stories are becoming part of everyday life in the subsea
sector, and the public grant is intended
to support and reinforce this ability to
compete.
No one actually knows how many
Danish SMEs exist in the subsea field
and have by means of underwater technology become part of the upturn that is

Offshoreenergy.dk is planning the
preparation of an analysis of the sector
in order to describe the conditions that
actually exist among the SMEs and to
obtain profound knowledge of the sector.
“However, we know that many SMEs
are getting involved in new professional
fields. Advances are being made in development and manufacture of technology
for installation, operation, maintenance,
surveillance and safety at the bottom
of the sea. Denmark has a position here
when it comes to underwater technol-
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ogy,” says Allan Christensen, network
coordinator with Offshoreenergy.dk.
Underwater robots are gaining
still more importance as new oil and
gas fields and offshore wind projects
in Denmark and abroad move to still
deeper waters. And Denmark is involved
in development of underwater technology in terms of both ROVs (remotely
operated vehicles) and the ‘self-propelled’ AUVs (autonomous underwater
vehicles).

This AUV (autonomous underwater vehicle)
is capable of supplying sonar measurements
at depths up to 6 km.

Greater efficiency
The company Ship-Maintenance Underwater, SMU, based in Horsens, is an
example of one of the small niche companies whose innovation and creativity
may save the offshore sector both time
and money.
SMU is a diving services company
that specialises in cleaning ships’ sides of
layers of algae and shells. The company
recognised a need for greater efficiency
under the water and has now designed
an underwater robot – an ROV – that is
capable of high pressure hosing of ships
quicker and faster than divers.
A 150 m long ship used to take 3
days to clean; this can now be done in 12
hours. And the robot has the potential
to do more because it can also go deeper
than divers, says Mogens Jørgensen,
daily manager of SMU:
“The robot has been adjusted so it can
drive on monopiles. The large offshore
foundations are becoming increasingly
covered with layers, so in the long term,
a need may arise here for prolonging
their longevity by means of cleaning and
maintenance. This opens up new opportunities for us.”

Advanced AUV on the way
At the deeper and more expensive end of
the scale, a fully automatic AUV (autonomous underwater vehicle) is on the
way. This is an intelligent and advanced
underwater robot that can go very deep
on its own and operate. The Hørsholm-

courtesy innovationshuset kapacitet as

based company Atlas Maridan, backed by
global mother company Atlas Elektronik,
is financing the costly development of
the advanced robot.
The battery-powered AUV navigates
by itself and is robust and capable of supplying sonar measurements at a depth of
no less than 6 km. This opens up a potential of entirely different proportions.
So far a new prototype – the only
one of this type in Denmark – has been
developed and is currently being tested.
“We believe there’s a favourable market in deep water inspection in the field
of oil and gas, where, for instance, there’s
a need for measurements of the seabed
and inspection of pipelines. Another field
that we expect will grow big for the robot
in the course of a few years is deep sea
mining, which is about extraction of rare
earth minerals,” explains Allan Bertelsen,
director of Atlas Maridan.

Long-term investment
Development of an advanced AUV
relates to a specialised market segment.
And there are many entry barriers, which
means many engineering disciplines and
much experience is required. Furthermore, it requires a large and long-term
investment, which explains the fact that

so far Denmark has only one AUV on the
way, says Allan Bertelsen.
“In principle we could work in any
country. However, Atlas Maridan was
founded here in Denmark and we also
have well trained people and a flexible
labour market in Denmark,” observes
Allan Bertelsen.
Atlas Meridan is the exception that
confirms the rule in Denmark: development of specialised robots takes place
abroad – especially in Norway.
Allan Christensen from Offshore
energy.dk says:
“The Danish SMEs in the field of subsea function as sub-suppliers to the robot
manufacturers in Denmark and abroad
and can make their mark by the help of
creative thinking, good working relationships and specialised technological
services.”
For this reason, he also believes in the
value of establishing a Danish Subsea
Centre focusing on research and development of underwater technology to the
benefit of the SMEs in partnership with,
among others Aalborg University in Esbjerg, which is currently the main partner.
“I hope and believe the centre will be
ready by the summer 2015,” says Allan
Christensen. //
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Annual Offshore
Safety Conference 2014
Invitation

Safety
comes from within
10 April 2014
Esbjerg Performing Arts Centre

Speakers:
Mark Gallagher,
F1 Executive
Emma Head,
Head of Safety Culture Change,
Network Rail, UK
Benedikt Lammerding,
ExxonMobil

Safety comes from within
The oil and gas industry is seen as a proactive and standard setting industry when
it comes to safety. Is this an illusion and has the industry been relying on this for
too long?
In realizing that the human factor still plays a vital part in having a proactive safety
culture, are we at all measuring the right things? What are the right performance
indicators and what are the leading indicators we can link to the human element?
If we as a growth industry wish to stay proactive and further improve our safety performance while at the same time we are facing more regulation where safety culture is a key measuring point – we need to grow the safety culture from within! Can
we learn from other industries who have realised that safety comes from within?

More information and
registration at
www.safetyconference.dk

Libby Cheney,
HESS
Ben Ring,
Shell
Tom Knode,
Halliburton
Ivan Robertson, Professor
Robertson Cooper
Dr Dominic Cooper,
B-Safe Management
Solutions Inc.

With helicopters taking off or landing every
13th minute, Esbjerg Airport is already a heavy
weight contestant on the offshore market.
Now the airport plans on getting even heavier:
“Esbjerg Airport has special skills when it
comes to loading and unloading heavy freight,
so we are expanding our cargo-traffic to the
offshore industry,” says Airport Manager
Anette Bendixen.

Great potential

The infrastructure around the airport has been
expanded in the last few years, giving the
airport the possibility of servicing even more
customers in the offshore industry:

Airport Manager Anette Bendixen

GETTING
EVEN

Heavy freight is to reinforce
Esbjerg Airport’s position as an
offshore junction.

STRONGER

“It has made the logistics for our customers
even more efficient and it supports the great
potential that we see in heavy freight services.
The airport also looks at potential new
destinations similar to offshore destinations
like Aberdeen in Scotland and Stavanger in
Norway, which the airport already services,”
says Anette Bendixen and adds:
“Our goal is to reinforce the fact that Esbjerg
Airport is the offshore junction which there’s
no way around.”

Esbjerg Airport is part of Denmark’s Energy Metropolis,
Esbjerg, covering an area of 150 acres and has a 2,7 km runway.

IMPLEMENT RISK
AWARENESS IN CONTRACT
MANAGEMENT AND
INCREASE YOUR RETURN
• Do you feel squeezed by one big client?
• Do you have the right balance between the
contracts with your vendors and clients?
ADVODAN has developed a framework for balancing risks and
performing contract management within the Oil and Gas , and
Renewable industry. We help clients focus on the value adding
clauses in their contracts, enabling you to focus your efforts on
generating business and increase your payoff.
Contact us for a discussion on your risks and let us tell you about
what we have helped other clients gain on better risk
management.
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Small companies
helped on the way
in offshore sector
A project about promotion of trade is
helping small and medium-sized companies
gain access to the offshore sector
by Søren Dybdahl

It is also the small niche companies that
hold the future for the Danish offshore
sector. Ideas and innovative new thinking flourish among these businesses,
which is why the so-called small and
medium-sized companies – known as
micro-companies – constitute an important potential for growth in the offshore
sector.
One of Offshorenergy.dk’s most
recent development projects aims to
trace some of the many small companies
that would like to be helped on the way
in the offshore sector – for instance by
being given tools to break down the barriers that may otherwise prevent them
from entering the sector.
The project was initiated in the late
summer last year and runs for a year,
which means half of the time has passed;
yet interest in taking part remains
great. Around 100 representatives of
micro-companies in the offshore sector
took part in a kick-off seminar in 2013,
and many companies have gone through
an upskilling programme where Offshoreenergy.dk consultants have helped
them define strategies and find the right
markets. All this has been based on analyses of the companies’ strengths and
weaknesses, company visits and participation in an introduction course.

“Many small and medium-sized companies are very skilled in their fields and,
as a part of the project, we’ve talked to
selected heads of companies and uncovered a range of factors that can nudge
companies into getting started for real,”
says project manager Marianne Thorlund Tølbøll, Offshoreenergy.dk.

A challenge for small companies
The stream of news reports about
increasing activity in the offshore sector

photo: Søren Dybdahl

have made the consultancy SJ Tech focus
on the offshore sector. Owner Søren Jørgensen is an engineer and helps offshore
customers with design and calculation in
relation to steel constructions, and he is
one of those who have gone through the
upskilling programme.
Søren Jørgensen believes it is a positive thing that the sector is busy, but he
has also adopted a wait-and-see attitude.
“I’m in no doubt that there’s a
demand. But it can be difficult to be a
one-man company like I am because
it’s different types of suppliers that are
sought after by the large players in the
market. And when you’re the last link in
the supply chain, there isn’t always that
much profit to be made, so it’s a challenge to be a small business in the offshore sector,” observes Søren Jørgensen.
The project ‘Micro-companies in the
Offshore Sector’ was established on the
initiative of Offshoreenergy.dk with support from Esbjerg Municipality’s pool for
promotion of trade. Also Business Academy SouthWest and Esbjerg Business
Development Centre are contributing to
the project, which does not accept any
more companies. //

The project ‘Micro-companies
in the Offshore Sector’ is one of
the initiatives that have been
taken to help small and medium-sized companies enter the
offshore sector. This photo was
taken when the project was
launched in the autumn 2013.
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Reliable in experience and technology.
Endress+Hauser has a wealth of know-how, products and services to support the Oil & Gas industry. Whether
upstream or downstream, we tackle your specific challenges with a spirit of partnership and enthusiasm. Our
expert engineering,
open standard technology and reliable field instrumentation can enhance and improve overall plant safety.
Factory-trained staff are available worldwide to support you throughout the entire life cycle of your plant.
Endress+Hauser A/S
Poppelgårdvej 10-12
DK-2860 Søborg

Telefon +45 70 131 132
Fax
+41 70 132 133
info@dk.endress.com
www.dk.endress.com

IAT BASE & ENERGY
SERVING YOUR
BUSINESS 24/7
Our broad selection of quality
services includes wellfunctioning base facilities, total
logistics and strong agency
services.
As an approved Atlas Copco
Rental distributor, we rent high
quality offshore compressors,
nitrogen & power generators,
offshore containers & tanks
and more.
Visit us at:
www.iat.dk
www.atlascopcorental.dk

Rental

140306_IAT distributor Atlas Copco Rental.indd 1
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Delivering World class
solutions locally!
On-site Machining
Leak Sealing (Online)
Composite Repair
SmartShim Riser Protection
Hot tapping / Line Stopping
Heat Treatment
Subsea Services

Furmanite A/S
Isefjordsvej 3
DK-6715 Esberg N
Tel: +45 35 34 60 80
firmapost@furmanite.com
www.furmanite.com
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7th bidding
round on track

By søren dybdahl

All complaints against forthcoming bidding round
in the Danish North Sea sector have been rejected
Interest in exploiting the fields
in the North Sea remains great, and the
7th bidding round is still on track with a
view to putting out for tender new areas
where exploration for oil and gas can be
undertaken.
The plans for the 7th bidding round
have attracted an extraordinarily high
number of complaints primarily from
German environmental organisations
and other NGOs that have been worried
about the environmental consequences
of new fields, the use of seismic surveys
and the use of CO2 as a means of injection. However, on February 21 this year,
the Energy Board of Appeal decided to
reject all complaints. This means the process of preparing the bidding round can
continue.
Katja Scharmann, geologist with the Danish Energy
Agency, says:
“There were 2 important questions that had to
be sorted out before the
final tender process
could start, but with
the decision made by
the Energy Board of

Appeal, the Danish Parliament’s climate,
energy and buildings committee can finish their preparation of the 7th bidding
round and lay down the conditions of
it. The members of the committee must
have the opportunity to ask all relevant
questions, and this part of the process is
confidential.”

Process under way
In March, the members of the climate,
energy and buildings committee have
had the technical side of the tender for
the new fields explained, but it is uncertain how long it will take until the committee has finished processing the tender.
“The process is under way, but it’s
important that the committee can spend
as much time as needed to process the
7th bidding round. And we learned
from the previous bidding round that
some time may pass from the tender is
announced in The Danish Gazette until
it’s published in the Official Journal,”
says Katja Scharmann.
The 7th bidding round relates to
the area in the North Sea west
of 6° 15’ eastern longitude and
grants permission for interested companies to initiate
activities such as exploration – primarily in the shape
of geological surveys – plus
production activities.

No plans for CO2
The licenses do
not include
the right

to inject CO2 into existing oil
fields to boost oil extraction. This would require
a separate bidding round
and, according to the Danish Energy Agency, no
plans currently exist for
putting out a tender for
CO2 injection.
Katja Scharmann says
839 hearing statements
have been received in the
hearing period, including
829 statements from environmental organisations and
other organisations and companies in Germany. Many
hearing statements were
from private citizens and
were rejected because they did
not actually relate to the bidding round. //
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Do important investments deserve to be nurtured?
Naturally.

ABB is a leader in service solutions for the oil and gas industries. We take responsibility for
service, modifications and operation of ABB’s electrical systems as well as safety and automation systems in offshore and onshore installations. We comply with the highest demands
on information security in our line of business, enabling us to provide remote support from
customer location or from ABB. Remote access is environmentally friendly and contributes
to performance optimization, shorter response times and lower costs. www.abb.dk

ABB A/S
Tel. +45 4450 4450
E-mail: contact.center@dk.abb.com

OIL/
GAS
Training at the
Highest Level
AMU-Vest offers training and education to the
expanding energy sector both on- and offshore
in a safe manner. We are specialized in:
• Height Rescue
• Basic Safety Training GWO
• PPE
• Rigging/Slinging
• Scaffolding
• Elevated Platforms
• Surface Treatment
• Risk Assessment/Management
• Management & Safety

Please contact us for further information.

Spangsbjerg Møllevej 304-306 · 6705 Esbjerg Ø.
Tel. +45 79 14 03 22 · inst@amu-vest.dk
www.amu-vest.dk
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DOA HELPS ESBJERG PREPARE
FOR OFFSHORE JOB BONANZA
Esbjerg is Denmark’s number one offshore
city but qualified workers are scarce, now and
in the future. The Danish Offshore Academy
(DOA) helps offshore companies in Esbjerg to
always have the best and most well-trained
employees at all time. By karin jensen
The number of jobless may have been
on the rise in recent years, but in the offshore industry it is just the reverse and
this trend will only be more pronounced
in years to come as almost 10,000 new
offshore jobs are needed in the years
up till 2020 in Esbjerg alone, says Gitte
Linding, head of secretariat at DOA.
“My job here is to find qualified
labour for the offshore companies and to
attract people for our courses here in
Esbjerg,” says Gitte Linding.
DOA started last summer with the
aim of facilitating close interaction
between companies, educational institutions, training providers and organisations. Since then Gitte Linding has been
working on a website which provides
information on education and jobs in
Esbjerg’s offshore industry and is curphoto: maersk oil

rently building a database with information from all the players in the industry.
“Other than that, my job is to create cooperation and structure arrangements and events in the area. For example
schools which want to do events with
companies. Companies are contacted by a
number of different people, so my job is to
cultivate cooperation and try to bring the
right people together,” says Gitte Linding.
Esbjerg is the number one offshore
city in Denmark and boasts 243 offshore
workplaces.
In 2012, there were 10,000 offshore
jobs in Esbjerg. This is expected to rise
to 13,500 in 2015 and to 18,500 in 2020,
according to Gitte Linding.
“So we’re talking almost 10,000
new offshore jobs from 2012 to 2020.
In Esbjerg alone,” she says.
From blue to
white collar –
the oil & gas
industry covers
all facets

For the whole of Denmark, the numbers are 27,000 in 2012, rising to 36,000 in
2015 and 50,000 in 2020.
Smiths, electricians and mechanics
are those most in demand for the offshore industry.
“We’ve seen a surge in the number of people being admitted to courses
here and this is an important sign. A lot
has been done politically and we work
closely with the companies, for example
on the issue of internships,” says Gitte
Linding.
There are still, however, some obstacles when it comes to recruiting for the
offshore industry, not least because of
the image of the industry.
“Offshore tends to sound a bit macho
and dirty. You think of oil and hard hats.
But there’re so many cool offices down
here with an international environment
and I think it’s important to tell young
people that this is an exciting industry
and there’re so many opportunities,” says
Gitte Linding.
She points out that many companies
in Esbjerg have several years of experience within oil and gas, but also offshore
wind, and have now started to export
knowledge and know-how throughout
the world, offering exciting opportunities
for an international career. Skilled workers have the opportunity to further their
education too, for example a machinist
studying to become an engineer.
Gitte Linding highlights the way
schools, higher educational institutions,
companies and the municipality of Esbjerg are working together in this project.
“There’s an openness; they really
want to work together … It’s great and a
picture postcard on how this should be,”
says Gitte Linding. //
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DTI’s Allan K. Poulsen thrives on a cocktail of challenges
and cooperation. The Danish Technological Institute (DTI)
aims to go even more global with its oil & gas department,
eyeing expansion into new markets. Head of its Enhanced
Oil Recovery (EOR) unit, Allan K. Poulsen, is dedicated
and passionate about the challenges his job provides and
driven by a close cooperation with industry partners
by Karin Jensen

A keen interest in technology coupled with a Master Degree
in chemical engineering took Allan K. Poulsen into development
of services for the oil & gas industry. Now, at the age of 36, he is
head of the Enhanced Oil Recovery unit at DTI, and the cooperation and interaction with industry partners is a main driving
force, he says.
“It’s a long, but exciting haul. To see things develop, to go out
and talk with people, you discuss ideas, take it home to the laboratory, you verify the ideas, you begin to see things work and
finally, it ends up in the fields where it’s being used. It’s hugely
rewarding and to see the clients being happy for what you have
done is the best thing,” explains Allan K. Poulsen.
He underlines that having the right team at hand is essential
for the work being done at DTI. The development projects being
carried out for the oil and gas industry are highly complex and
require a wide range of academic disciplines such as material
engineers, geologists, and reservoir chemists. It is never a oneman performance, says the DTI head.
“Luckily, we’ve been very good at attracting some very, very
competent people here at DTI and the teams we have are really
committed to their work. And then there’s never one case similar
to another. All oil fields are different, there’re different challenges and you work with different companies. It’s a new challenge every time and it makes it easier to hold on to my employees. They’re all scientific educated, many of them with a Ph.D.
degree, and they’re not interested in working automatically,”
says Allan K. Poulsen.

names

Allan Korsgaard Poulsen

M.Sc.Chem.Eng, PhD

Born: 19th January, 1978
Career:
2007-2008: Postdoc, University of Southern Denmark
2008-2010: Consultant, DTI, Chemistry and Water Technology
2010-2011: Scientific Leader, DTI, Process and Materials
Chemistry
2011-2013: Section Manager, DTI, Process and Materials
Chemistry
2014 -

: Director, DTI, Enhanced Oil Recovery

DTI has been involved in the oil & gas industry since the
early 1970’s when Denmark became an oil & gas producing
country and now offers a wide range of services within areas
such as microbiology management, coatings and EOR.
For the past ten years DTI has seen an increased focus on
delivering services for the international oil industry and this
trend is closely linked to the development in oil prices and the
number of maturing oil fields.
“In the 1990’s, when oil prices were low, you took what was
easy to grab and left. But as oil prices have reached another
level, and no giant oil fields are being discovered any longer,
focus is now on getting more oil out from mature fields. And
this means more focus on new technologies,” says Allan K.
Poulsen.
DTI’s oil & gas unit has seen double-digit growth rates in
recent years and this is expected to continue.
“Our goal is to become, to an even higher extent, a global
supplier of services for the oil and gas industry. We’re looking at
establishing an office in the Middle East and we already have an
office in Stavanger in Norway.
“There’s a lot of work to do for us. If we can develop services that create value for the companies, then there’s also
a place for us. From an engineering point-of-view it’s enormously exciting to work with this because it’s this multidisciplinary area, where a high level of knowledge is required in
order to obtain success with new technologies,” says Allan K.
Poulsen. //

Edit Lulu Nielsen appointed
to Brussels office
29-year-old Edit Lulu Nielsen has been appointed by Offshoreenergy.dk as a fundraising assistant and a specialist in EU matters.
Until July 31, 2014, she will work in the Brussels office.
Edit Lulu Nielsen was trained at Roskilde University, where
she obtained a master’s degree in business administration and
a bachelor degree in EU studies. Her job will be to cultivate EU
funding opportunities along with the colleagues Business Consultant Signe Raymond Arnklit and Funding Consultant Niels
Tudor-Vinther in the Brussels office.
She was appointed on February 1 and has previously worked
as a project worker with the Danish think tank Concito and as a
communication and marketing coordinator with the consultancy
firm Momentum Gruppen.
Apart from her involvement in the offshore and cleantech sector, Edit Lulu Nielsen is an active athlete. In January 2014, she ran
the Dubai Marathon and is currently training for her first triathlon.

Yves Paletta appointed
CEO of Logstor
Yves Paletta has been appointed the new CEO of the company
Logstor, a supplier of pipe systems. He is taking over from the
Englishman David Williams, who will remain with the concern
through a transition period.
Yves Paletta has more than 20 years’ international management
experience from leading organisations in the public and industrial
fields and from the oil and gas sector. His experience includes leading positions in companies that specialise in coating of pipes.
Yves Paletta is a French national; he was trained as an electrical engineer and also has an MBA. He comes from a position as
director of the SBM Offshore Schiedam Execution Center in Rotterdam, Holland. SBM Offshore leads globally in floating production and mooring systems.

New project director with
Frederikshavn Harbour
As of January 1, 2014, Frederikshavn Harbour has appointed
47-year-old Torben Gregersen as project director.
The appointment is a part of the strengthening of the
organisation that is taking place in connection with the
planned expansion of the harbour, and Torben Gregersen’s
primary work will revolve around sale and development
with a special focus on offshore and project activities.
Torben Gregersen comes from a position as sales director with Danske Commodities and has many years’ international experience of energy and offshore projects. He has
held leading positions with, among others, NIRAS, Hans
Kjellerup A/S, Semco Maritime and ABB.
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New members //
ARDEX Skandinavia A/S

ARDEX is one of the world’s most successful suppliers of fast-working fillers, tiling adhesives
and grouts. The company has 60 years of experience and focuses on development of new
products – not least for the energy sector.

www.ardex.dk
ARDEX is headquartered in Germany and ARDEX Skandinavia is one out of a total of 10
subsidiaries worldwide. The Danish branch has a workforce of 30 people.

Members
only

As a member of Offshoreenergy.dk, you obtain
many advantages and become part of a comprehensive, national network of offshore companies.
If your company is considering becoming a

member, we will be happy to pay you a non-obligatory visit. A member of our staff will explain
about the many advantages and point out which
projects and networking groups that would be

relevant to your specific company.
Please read more about
Offshoreenergy.dk membership under
“Members” at www.offshoreenergy.dk.

Events //
April 10
2014

Task Force Zero

Annual Offshore Safety
Conference 2014

May 23
2014

Moscow

Esbjerg
April 23
2014

When strategy makes
all the difference

June 18
2014

business development workshop
Arranged by Hub North and supported by
Offshoreenergy.dk, Aalborg
April 27-29
2014

East Africa Oil & Gas
EXPO 2014

June 18-19
2014

Offshore Sjælland

August 20
2014

network meeting

May 14
2014
May 15
2014

Offshore Internationalisation

August 25-28
2014

Network meeting

Business Model Generation –
visuel business development
model

Underwater Technology
Conference 2014
Find Your Next – methods for
business development
Arranged by Hub North and supported by
Offshoreenergy.dk, Aalborg

Danish Subsea Network
Network meeting

Meet face to face with offshore oil and gas professionals through pre-arranged B2B meetings at the
Oil and Gas International Business2business event.
Sign up at www.ogib.biz

Business development workshop

Topic: To be announced
May 6
2014

OGIB 2014, Esbjerg

Bergen

Nairobi
April 3o
2014

Offshore Upstream Development
in Russia and CIS

October 23
2014

Business development workshop
Arranged by Hub North and supported by
Offshoreenergy.dk, Aalborg

Full overview of events can be found online: www.offshoreenergy.dk/events

ONS 2014, Stavanger
The largest conference and exhibtion event for the
Offshore Oil & Gas industry in Scandinavia

Offshoreenergy.dk Annual
Meeting
The annual event for members of Offshoreenergy.dk
– sign up at www.offshoreenergy.dk, Esbjerg
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Making offshore
energy
obtainable
(and onshore
living
sustainable)
See more on ramboll.com/offshore-energy

We have more than 35 years of experience as an independent provider of offshore
and onshore engineering consultancy services for the oil and gas industry.

